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It is shown that a certain universal bimodule over a von Neumann algebra is 
automatically normal. This leads to a simple direct proof of Haagerup’s result that 
a von Neumann algebra is amenable, or equivalently, injective, if and only if it has 
a normal virtual diagonal. Haagerup has used this fact to prove that nuclear 
C*-algebras are amenable. c’ 1988 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A unital Banach algebra A is said to be amenable if all derivations of A 
into dual Banach A bimodules are inner (see below for definitions). 
Employing an elegant argument, B. E. Johnson showed that A is amenable 
if and only if it has a virtual diagonal [8, Lemma 1.21. Much more 
recently, U. Haagerup has discovered a profound von Neumann algebraic 
analogue of this result [7] which uses normal virtual diagonals. This 
enabled him to prove that nuclear C*-algebras are amenable (the converse 
had been proved by Connes 5 years earlier [2] ). 
Haagerup’s proof that amenable von Neumann algebras have normal 
virtual diagonals does not at all resemble Johnson’s simple demonstration 
for Banach algebras. This is due to the fact that it is unlikely that the the 
appropriate dual bimodules are normal. In this paper it is shown how an 
auxiliary normal dual bimodule suggested by Haagerup may be used to 
adapt Johnson’s approach to von Neumann algebras. 
* Supported in part by the National Science Foundation. 
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2. SOME TENSOR PRODUCT BIMODULES 
If V and W are Banach spaces, we let Bil( V, W) denote the bounded 
bilinear functions F: Vx W -+ @. This is a Banach space under the usual 
vector operations and the norm. 
IIFII = su~{lKy, ,,)I :XE v, I’E w, I(xII = llyll = 1). 
We shall identify the bilinear functions on Vx W with the linear functions 
on the vector space tensor product V@ W, writing f(x 0 y) =f(x, y). The 
projective tensor product V @ W is the completion of V@ W with respect 
to the norm 
~~z~~ A = sup{ IF(z)/: FE Bil( L’, W), ). (ZE V@ W), 
where Bil( V, W), is the closed unit ball of Bil( k’, W). We may also define 
II II A by 
llz(/ A = inf { i llx,ll 11~~11: 2 = C .u;@ yi} 
r-l 
(see [ 3, Sect. IV.23 ] ). 
Given a unital Banach algebra A, a normed (A, B) module consists of a 
normal vector space V together with maps (a, v) + au and (v,6) -+ ob of 
A x V and Vx B into L’, satisfying the usual algebraic properties, and 
lldl G llall 114, Il~bll Q Ilull llbll. 
Given two such (A, B) modules V and W, we say that a linear map 
8: V+ W is an (A, B) module map if @au) =&9(u) and f3(ub) = O(u) b (a E A, 
b E B, u E V). If A = B we say that V is a normed A bimodule, and the 
corresponding maps are bimodule maps. The dual space V* of a normed 
(A, B) module V is a normed (B, A) module under the operations 
(b-)(a) =f(ab), (fa)(b) =f(ab). 
We say that V* is a dual normed (or Banach) (B, A) module. 
Given Banach algebras A and B, Bil(A, B) is a Banach (B, A) module 
under the “external” operations 
(bF)(x, y) = F(x, yb), (Fu)(x, y) = F(ax, y), 
where FE Bil( A, B), x E A, J’ E B. Given von Neumann algebras R and S, 
we let Bil”(R, S) denote the FE Bil(R, S) such that x + F(x, y) and 
r + F(x, y) are normal, i.e., o-weakly continuous (x E R, )’ E S). This is a 
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norm closed (S, R) submodule of Bil(R, S). We define the binormaf projec- 
tive tensor product R C$IO S by 
R G” S = Bil”(R, S)*. 
This is a dual (R, S) module. 
Given FE Bil”(R, S) and ME R G0 S, we use the notation 
M(F)=J Fdh4=( F(x, y) dM(x, y). 
More generally given a dual Banach space V* and a bounded bilinear 
function F: R x S + V* such that x + F(x, v)(u) and y + F(x, y)(u) are 
normal for X, y E R, v E V we define l F dM E V* by 
We have a natural (R, S) module map 
0: R@S+ R &OS=Bil”(R, S)* 
defined by letting 0(x @ y)(F) = F(x, v). Since R, @ S, !& Bil”(R, S), and 
R, 0 S, separates points in R 0 S, 0 is one-to-one. We will identify R @ S 
with its image, writing R @ SE R g” S. The bilinear map 
is normal in each variable, as are the maps (x, y) + rx@ y, (x, y) -+ x0 ys 
for r E R, s E S. Using the above conventions, we find 
A dual (R, S) module V* is said to be normal if the maps R + V* 
defined by r + rf, s + fs (r E R, s E S, f E V*) are a-weak, weak* continuous. 
The dual V* of a Banach (R, S) module is generally not normal. In par- 
ticular since we cannot verify that R @O S is a normal R-bimodule, it is 
necessary to introduce an auxiliary module R @; S below. We say that an 
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element f E Bil(R, S) is (internally) reduced if there exist states p E R,, 
q E S, and a constant K such that for all x E R, y E S, 
IF(x, y)l < K~(xx*)“~ q(y*y)‘j2. (2.1) 
We let Bil;(R, S) be the set of all such bilinear functionals. If IIxVll < 1 and 
X, + 0 in the strong* topology, then x,x: + 0 weakly and F(x,, v) + 0, 
i.e., F is normal in the first variable. Since the same argument may be 
applied to the second variable, 
Bil,“( R, S) E Bil”( R, S). 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that R, S are arbitrary von Neumann algebras. 
Then Bil,“( R, S) is an (S, R) submodule of Bilb( R, S). 
Proof: Given F, E Bil”( R, S) with 
IF.(u y)l < K~.(xx*)“~ q.(y*y)‘:* I + 7 1 I 1 (i= 1,2), 
we have that 
IF, +F,)(x, Y)I 6K, ~,~~~*~“*q,~y*y~~‘*+~~p~~~~*~“*q~~y*y)”* 
G WI ~,(xx*) + K,p,(xx*))1’2(K,q,(y*y) + K,q,(y*y))“’ 
Q (K, + K2) P(xx*)“~ q(y*y)“‘, 
whereifweletcri=Ki(K,+K2)-‘,p=alp,+a2p2,q=a,q,+a2q2.Given 
r E R and F satisfying (2.1), we have 
l(Fr)(x, Y)I = IF(w ~11 
< Kp(rxx*r)“2 q( y*y)‘12 
= K, pl(xx*)‘j2 q(y*y)‘12, 
where p,(u) = p(rur*)/p(rr* j is a state in R, and K, = Kp(rr*)l”. A similar 
calculation applies to the S-operations. Given a E @, we have aF= (al ) F, 
hence Bil;(R, S) is a linear space. 1 
Although it is not evident that it is closed we let Bili(R, S) have the 
relative norm, and define the auxiliary binormal projective tensor product 
R&Sby 
R 6; S = Bil,“(R, S)*. 
LEMMA 2.2. For any von Neumann algebras R and S, R 8; S is a normal 
dual Banach (R, S) module. 
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Proof. We must show that if ME Bil,“(R, S)*, then r + rA4 and s + MS 
are continuous in the a-weak, weak* topologies. We may assume that 
I(MII = 1. Since the inclusion map 
8: Bil,“(R, S) + Bil(R, S) = (R 6 S)* 
is isometric, the corresponding restriction map 
p = O*: (R 6 S)** + BiI,“(R, S)* = R 6; S 
maps the closed unit ball of (R G S)** onto that of R @; S. Using the fact 
that the open unit ball of R@ S (with the relative projective norm) is 
weak* dense in that of (R 6 S)**, we may choose a net 
such that Il.xJ = II$II = 1, O<& L A;; = 1, and 
for each FE Bil,“(R, S). 
Fixing FE Bil;(R, S), we must show that the functions r -+ (rM)(F) and 
s -+ (MS)(F) are a-weakly continuous. Choosing states p E R,, q E S, and 
K > 0 such that 
IF(x, y)I < Kp(xx*)‘~* q(y*y)“2, 
we have for all V, rM,,( F) = M,( Fr), and thus 
IrM,.(F)I = 1 A;F(r.u;, y;) 
k=l 
,lr 
<K 1 A;p(rr*)“’ 
k=l 
= Kp(rr*)“*, 
i.e., 
IrM(F)I < Kp(rr*)“*. 
Given a net r,E R with (It-J d 1 and rz + 0 a-strongly, it follows that 
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r,M(F) + 0, and thus r -+ rM(F) is a-weakly continuous. A similar 
argument applies to the function s + (MS)(F). 1 
As was the case for R &IO S, there is an obvious map 
8,: ROS+ R 6; S=Bil,“(R, S)*. 
This is again an injection because we have 
R, 0 S, G Bil,“( R, S). 
To see the latter we may suppose that fE R,, g E S, satisfy (1 f 11 = 11 gll = 1, 
and have polar decompositions. 
f(r) = P(ur)v g(s) = 4(M’S), 
where p, q are states and u, IV are partial isometries. Then 
IV* 0 g)(rOs)l = IPW*)I Id~~~s)l 
< p(“*y p(w*)“2 q(ww*)~‘2 q(.s*s)‘!’ 
d p(rr*p2 q(s*s)‘? 
We shall identity R@ S with an (R, S) submodule of R &; S. 
Letting R = S, we claim that the multiplication map 
has a unique weak* continuous extension to R 6; R. Given f E R, with 
II f II = 1, we let f(x) = p(ux) be the polar decomposition as above. Then we 
have 
If(xy)l = Ip(uxy)l <p(uxx*o*)“2 p()‘*y)“’ 
= Kp,(xx*p2 p(y*y)‘:*, 
where p,(y) = p(u~~*)/p(uu*) is a state in R, and K= R(uu*)‘~~ and thus 
fi IL E Bil;( R, R). We define 
7~~: R, + Bil,“( R, R): f+fO ?r, 
and we let 
It is a simple matter to verify that 5 I R,s,R = 7~. Also, RO R is weak* dense 
in R &,o” R because if FEBII;(R, R) and FI.@.=O, then F=O. Since 77 is 
weak* continuous, it is the unique such extension of 7~. We will generally 
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write IC rather than 7c. It should be noted that a simpler version of this 
argument similarly shows that x also has a unique weak* extension 
The following will play a key role in Section 3. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that R is a finite or properly infinite oon Neumann 
algebra. Then there is a ,veak* continuous linear R bimodule map 
such that TC ‘: @ = 7~. 
ProoJ: Let us first assume that R is finite. We let 4?(R) denote the 
unitary group in R, and T(R) be all non-negative functions f on @(R) 
which are zero at all but finitely many unitaries and satisfy 1 f(u) = 1. 
Given f~ f-(R), we define &: R + R by letting 
4,.(r) = C f(u) uru*. 
Given r E R, we let K(r) be the norm closed convex hull of the operators 
L4ru*, u E -%2(R), and Z(r) be the unique element in K(r) n Z(R). For each 
finite set d = {r,, . . . . r,} & R and nE N, we may choose anf=fL1, EF(R) 
and central elements zieZ(R) with IIdf(ri)-zijl < l/n [4, III. Sect. 5, 
Lemma 41. Since Z(d,(ri)) = Z(zi) = zi, it follows that, IIZ(r,) - zill < l/n, 
and thus llq5f(ri)-Z(ri)[l <2/n. The set N of indices t’= (A, n) is directed 
under the partial order (A, n) < (A’, n’) if A s A’ and n d n’, and we see that 
for rE R, 
lim d,,(r) = Z(r), 
Y 
in the norm topology, where we have let ~5, = dfiArj.., for v = (A, n). 
We fix a character o in the spectrum of I”(N) which is a limit point of 
the net (A, n) (as usual, points in N are also characters), and if h E I”(N), 
we let 
lim h(v) = h(o). 
v - co 
In particular, if the net h(v) converges in the usual sense, we have 
lim h( v ) = lim h(v). 
I’ - (I, \’ 
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Given FE Bil”(R, R) and x, J E R, we have that 
h: v-+ O,.(F)(x, y)=cfJu) F(xu, u*y) 
is bounded since 
I~,@‘)(+~, v)l <~fh) IIFII II-d llvll = IIFII Ilxll IIYII, (2.2) 
hence we may define 8(F) E Bil(R, R) by 
8(F)(x, J) = lim B,(F)(x, y). 
I. + w 
From (2.2) it follows that llhl], < IlFll llxll Il~ll, and thus 
IWW, Y)I = INw)l G IIFII I/XII I/VII, 
i.e., IINJ’)ll G IIFII. 
Fixing FE BiI”(R, R), we have from one of Haagerup’s extensions of the 
Grothendieck-Pisier Inequality [6, Proposition 2.31 that there exist states 
pI, p2,q1,q2~Re such that 
IF(x, .v)I Q IIFll(p,(x*~) + pz(x?r*))“2(q,o(*~) + q2(yy*))*‘2. 
Given YEN, it follows that 
G IIFII ~L@)(P,( ux*xu*) + p2(xx*))“’ 
x (q,(y*y) + q2(udyy*u*))‘~2 
G IIFII ~fJ4 PI( 
[ 
ux*xu*) + p2(xx*) 1 
I :2 
I.,2 
x 4,o’*Y)+~m) 42(uYY*u*) 
[ 1 
= llFllCp,(dv(-v*-x))+ ~2(-=*)1”~ 
x cql(Y*Y) + 42bAbY*Hl’~2. 
Letting O, = p, 0 Z, g2 = q2 0 Z, it follows that ei are traces such that 
Ie(F)(x, Y)I G IIFII [0,(x*x)+ p2(x-~*)l”2Cq2(y*~) + ~~(w*)I”~ 
= 2 IlFll p(xx*)‘!’ q(y*y)‘!2, 
where p = t(o, + pr) and q = $(q, + 02). We conclude that 8(F) E Bil;(R, R). 
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We have that 
0: Bil”( R, R) -+ Bil,“( R, R) 
is trivially a bimodule map, and thus the same is true for 
@=9*:R&R+R&R. 
Furthermore, we have for FE Bil”( R, R) 
= lim i 8,,(F)(x,, yi) 
P + <” i = , 
and thus @(x;=, X, @ J-,) is the weak* limit of the net 
It follows that 
andsinceR@RisdenseinbothR@;RandR@”R,zo@=rr. 
If R is properly infinite, we have from [7, Proof of Lemma 21 that there 
exists a sequence o, E R such that u,*c, = 1 and u,~u,* -+ 0 weakly. Letting o 
be a limit point of the sequence 1, 2, . . . in the spectrum of I”(N), we define 
8: Bil”(R, R) -+ BiI(R, R) 
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(see above). We claim that 
0(F) E Bil;( R, R) c Bil”( R, R). 
To see this, suppose that IIxII, llvll < 1, and choosing pi, qiE R, as above, 
IF(xo,*, U,J)I d IJFII[P,(t’,,X*Xo,*)+ pz(xx*)]‘~z[q~(l’*)~)+q*(o,~?‘*L’,T1’ 2 
d IIFIICP,~~~,,~::~+~Z(XX*~1’~2Cq,~.1’*~~+q2~~n~~~~1L~2 
since O<.u*x< 1 and 0~ J’J* 6 1. Since p,(t~,,v,*), ql(o,v,*) +O, we 
conclude that 
The remainder of the argument coincides with that given for the finite case. 
3. AMENABILITY 
Given a unital Banach algebra A and a normed A bimodute V, a 
derivation 6: A + V is a bounded linear map 6: A -+ V such that 
6(ab) = b(a) b + a&b). 
We say that 6 is inner if there exists a U,,E V such that 
6(a) = aL’(j - u,a. 
A unital Banach algebra A is said to be amenable if for any dual A 
bimodule V*, any derivation 6: A -+ V* is inner. A von Neumann algebra 
R is said to be amenable (in the van Neumann algebra sense) if for any dual 
normal R bimodule, any normal derivation 6: R + V* is inner. 
We note that in the usual definition of normal cohomology for 
von Neumann algebras (see, e.g., [9, 10, 1 l] ), one considers only the duals 
V* of Bunach bimodules V. However, given a normed module V with com- 
pletion V, the module operations extend uniquely to r. Iffe V*, f has a 
unique extension f~ ( P)*. The map 
8: V*+(P)*:f+f 
is clearly an isometric R-bimodule isomorphism. Furthermore, V* is a 
normal dual bimodule if and only if that is the case for (P)*. To see this, 
suppose that V* is normal (the converse is trivial). Then given GE V, and 
f~ p*, let u, E V be such that (Iu, - fill + 0. Then the functions r -+ (rf )(v,) 
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converge uniformly to the functions Y + ($)(I?) on the closed unit ball R,, 
since 
I($)(4 - m&J 6 llfll IIt’, - 611. 
It follows that r + (rf)(u) is weakly continuous on R,, and thus o-weakly 
continuous. 
If R is amenable with respect to normal bimodules V*, V a Banach 
space, then it is also amenable in our sense. This follows since given a 
normed vector space V and a normal derivation 6: R + V* where V* is a 
normal bimodule, the above uniform convergence argument shows that 
6: R + (P)* is also normal. It follows that 6(r)= &-for for some 
f&(P)*2 v*. 
Given a von Neumann algebra R, a normal virtual diagonal for R is an 
element A4 E R g0 R such that rM = Mr for all r E R, and n(M) = 1. Letting 
A4 = f .Y @ .r dM(x, y), these relations may be rewritten 
j rx 0 ~1 dM(x, ~7) = I x @ yr dM( x, y ) (3.1) 
s xy dM( x, y ) = 1. (3.2) 
Note that for the latter we are using the fact that (x, y) + xy has range in 
the dual Banach space R = (R,)*. If ME R 6; R has the above properties, 
we call it a reduced normal virtual diagonal. The “classic” example of a 
“diagonal” in R = M(n) is 
where e, are the matrix units (see [ 1, Chap. IX, Proposition 7.71). 
THEOREM 3.1. A IIon Neumann algebra R is amenable if and only if it has 
a normal virtual diagonal M. 
Proof. Let us suppose that ME R &,o R is a normal virtual diagonal. 
Given a normal derivation 6: R + V *, the bilinear function F(x, y) =6(x) y 
is normal in each variable. Thus we may let 
fo=jI+, Y)dM(x, J’)=/~(x) ydM(x, f!)E I’*. 
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We have for TE R, 
=for-6(r), 
where in the third step we used 
JF(rx,y)dM(x,y)= jrx@ydM(x,y),F 
( > 
= 1 (x0 yr &4(x, y), F) = i F(x, yr) &4(x, y). 
Conversely if R is amenable, consider the normal dual R bimodule 
R@;R=V*, V = Bil;( R, R). 
We have that 
W=kernsR&gR 
is weak* closed since 7~ = rc$ is weak* continuous. Letting 
W, = {ufs V:f(u)=O for aNfE W}, 
it follows that Wz (V/W,)* (see [3, Chap. II, Sect. 1, Lemma l]), and 
since II is an R-bimodule map, we see that W is itself a normal dual 
R-bimodule. Letting M, = 1 0 1 E R 6; R, the map 
may also be regarded as a derivation into W since 
n(M,r-rM,)=rr(l@r-r@l)=O. 
Thus since W is a normal dual R bimodule, there is an M, E W such that 
M,r-rM,=M,r-rA4,. 
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Letting M = M, - M,, it follows that rM = Mr for all r E R, and 
7r(M)=7c(M,)--(MC))= 1. 
If R is finite or properly infinite, we have from Lemma 2.3 that fi= 
Q(M) E R 6” R is a normal virtual diagonal because 
rfi = @(t-M) = @( Mr) = fir, 
7r(~)=7c@(M)=7c(M)=l. 
In the general case, let e, and e, be the unique central projections with 
1 =el +e,, and R,, finite, R,, properly infinite. We may select normal 
virtual diagonals 
Mix R, & R,. 
Given FE Bila(R, R), we have 
F,(r, s) = F(re,, se,) (r, s E R,) 
defines an element of Bil”( R,, R,), and we may define ME R 6,” R by 
(M,F)=(M,,F,)+(Mz,F,). 
We have for r E R, s, t E R,, 
(Fr)i(s, t) = (Fr)(sei, tej) = (Firi)(s, t), 
where r, = r Ic,” E R,, and thus 
(rM, F) = (M, Fr) 
= CM,, (Fr),) + <M2, W-h) 
= (r,M,, F,)+ (rZM2, F2) 
= (M,r,, F,)+(M2r2,F2) 
= (Mr, F), 
where we have used symmetry to obtain the last equality. 
Given f e R,, we define f, E (R,), by fi(r) = f(re;). Then we have for 
rr s E R,, 
MiXr, s) =fi(rs) 
= f(rsei) 
= 7b(f )(re,, se,) 
= df ),(r, s), 
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and thus letting 1; be the identity of R,, 
(n(W7f) = CM %3(f)> 
= CM,, h(f), > + CM*, %(f)z> 
= (4M,)rfi)+ <4M?),f2) 
= (l,.f,>+ (lz,.l-2) 
=f(e,) +f(e*) 
= (Lf>T 
and X(M)= 1. u 
COROLLARY 3.2 [7]. All nuclear C*-algebras are amenable. 
Proof: If A is a nuclear C*-algebra, then from [2], R = A** is an 
amenable von Neumann algebra. We let ME R g” R be a normal virtual 
diagonal for A*. Given FE BiI(A, A) we have that F has a unique extension 
to an element F’E Bil”(R, R) (see [9, Lemma 2.11). We define 
M,,E Bil(A, A)* by M,(F) = M(F). Then it is easy to check that M, is a 
virtual diagonal for A, i.e., aM, = M,a and n(M,) = 1, where 
7~: Bil(A, A)* -+ A 
is the unique weak* continuous extension of multiplication. Thus from 
Johnson’s original result [S], A is amenable. 
4. SOME CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Normal virtual diagonals may be used to clarify Connes’ original proof 
that if R is an amenable von Neumann algebra, then R is injective. For the 
case of a II, von Neumann algebra R, Connes’ problem reduced to 
showing that a trace r on R has a central extension, i.e., a “hypertrace” 
o E B(H)*. Putting R in “standard position,” we may assume that f(r) = 
rx,, . x0 for a unit vector x,, E H. Then o,(b) = bx, . x0 is an extension of T to 
a functional w,, E B(H)*. In order to apply amenability directly, it was 
necessary to replace B(H)* by a suitable normal dual R bimodule (see 
[ 121 for another approach). 
Using a normal virtual diagonal, we may instead define o E B(H)* 
directly by letting 
o(b) = j. w,(ybx) dM(x, y). 
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Here we are using the fact that 4: (x, J) + w,(J$x) is an element of 
B”( R, R). It follows that for any r E R, 
o(d) = j c&(J?r) bx) dM(x, 4’) 
= ” 4(x, yr) &4(x, y) 
! 
= o(h). 
On the other hand, w 1 R = T since if r E R, 
w(r)=J o,(yrx) &4(x, y) 
= 
I 
5( yrx) dM(x, y) 
= 5(rxy) dM(x, I,) 
s 
= (t-T, 1) 
=5(r). 
In the particular case where R = R(G) is the regular group 
von Neumann algebra of an amenable countable discrete group G, one 
may use the auxiliary bimodule to construct a normal virtual diagonal. A 
mean on G is an element m E I”(G)* such that m > 0 and m( 1) = 1. Given 
such an nz and a bounded function $: G + V* where V* is a dual Banach 
space, we define l&s) dm(s) E V* by 
!” c&s) dm(s)(o) = s d(s) u dm(s). 
We have that I”(G), and thus I”(G)*, is a G bimodule in the usual way, 
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and we say that a mean m is invariant if sm = m = ms. G is called amenable 
if it has an invariant mean m. If that is the case, consider the map 
4: G + R &’ R: s + l(s)* @/l(s), 
where 1(s): I’(G) -+ I’(G) is a left translation (recall that R(G) is generated 
by these operators). We claim that 
M=jd(s)*@l(s)dm(s)ER &; R 
is a reduced normal virtual diagonal. Given t E G, it is evident that 
n(t) M= MA(t). It follows that rM = Mr for a c-weakly dense set of r E R. 
Since R 6; R is a normal module, this is true for all r E R. On the other 
hand, if f E R,, 
(4W,f)= CM7 %l(f)> 
= <4~)*04s), qkf)> dm(s) I 
= s (Lf> Ws) 
= (Lf>, 
and z(M) = 1. From Lemma 2.3, CD(M) E R @’ R is a normal virtual 
diagonal. 
It is tempting to use the above approach to study the “Inner Amenability 
Problem.” Specifically, it is not known whether inner amenability for G 
implies that R(G) has property f (the converse was proved in [S]-see 
also [ 131). A mean m E I”(G)* is said to be inner inoariant if for any 
helm(G) 
j h(t-‘st) dm(s) = j h(s) dm(s), 
and non-trivial if in addition, m(6,) < 1. G is said to be inner amenable if it 
has such a mean. We then have 
satisfies 
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where we are using the “internal” as well as the “external” module 
operations. Unfortunately, R 6; R is probably not a normal module under 
these operations; hence we cannot conclude that (r 0 r) A4= M(r@ r) for 
all r E R. Furthermore, it should be noted that the map @ of Lemma 2.3 
does not preserve these operations. 
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